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POVOAR is a not-for-profit association whose main goal is to explore, improve and decentralize the artistic and cultural sector inPOVOAR is a not-for-profit association whose main goal is to explore, improve and decentralize the artistic and cultural sector in

countries where the latter is underestimated, unequal and underdeveloped.countries where the latter is underestimated, unequal and underdeveloped.

                                POVOAR came to light with the concern of the POVOAR came to light with the concern of the centralizedcentralized and  and neglectiveneglective systems that rule many countries and limit the flourishing and systems that rule many countries and limit the flourishing and

diversification of the cultural and artistic fields. As a response to such issues, a pilot project was created based on the mapping of artistic and culturaldiversification of the cultural and artistic fields. As a response to such issues, a pilot project was created based on the mapping of artistic and cultural

expressions over the regions of expressions over the regions of PortugalPortugal. The country was chosen to initiate the project as it represents a good example of a . The country was chosen to initiate the project as it represents a good example of a culturally rich culturally rich but but poorlypoorly

invested invested territory.territory.

The first steps of the project rely on an on-site campaign of The first steps of the project rely on an on-site campaign of data gatheringdata gathering of the cultural and artistic expressions of one of the poorest regions of the of the cultural and artistic expressions of one of the poorest regions of the

country: country: BejaBeja. The findings of the research then become available on an online platform, through a . The findings of the research then become available on an online platform, through a digital map digital map accessible to anyone.accessible to anyone.

In the long-term, the association intends to expand its research to other countries by In the long-term, the association intends to expand its research to other countries by pairing projectspairing projects and relating people and activities from different and relating people and activities from different

communities, based on their similarities, with the aim of creating a communities, based on their similarities, with the aim of creating a worldwide cultural networkworldwide cultural network..

                                  At the core of POVOAR there is a quest for At the core of POVOAR there is a quest for connectionsconnections: human, artistic, heritage, and geographical relations drive us towards the: human, artistic, heritage, and geographical relations drive us towards the

future, and have been driving us to where we are today. The project was born from a shared interest in human encounters, a passion for tales offuture, and have been driving us to where we are today. The project was born from a shared interest in human encounters, a passion for tales of

tradition, and a need for preserving what is getting forgotten in every community.tradition, and a need for preserving what is getting forgotten in every community.

POVOAR has the power toPOVOAR has the power to bring visibility bring visibility and  and opportunitiesopportunities to the people of the cultural sector, to the people of the cultural sector, raise awareness raise awareness of the importance of of the importance of

arts and culture, encourage an alternative form of tourism - more arts and culture, encourage an alternative form of tourism - more committed and sustainablecommitted and sustainable - and provide the governments with a  - and provide the governments with a databasedatabase of of

diversified useful information to develop truly diversified useful information to develop truly effective cultural policies.effective cultural policies.

                              Portugal was chosen as the pilot project countryPortugal was chosen as the pilot project country    for its for its richness in tradition richness in tradition andand cultural expressions cultural expressions, which are suffering from oblivion, and for, which are suffering from oblivion, and for

the country’s the country’s governmental relation to culturegovernmental relation to culture. Portugal still has a very centralized system, mostly for the cultural sector as the budget allocated to. Portugal still has a very centralized system, mostly for the cultural sector as the budget allocated to

culture has always been judged culture has always been judged insufficientinsufficient. For instance, in 2019, according to report made by Eurostat, the share for cultural services in Portugal was. For instance, in 2019, according to report made by Eurostat, the share for cultural services in Portugal was

0.6% of general government expenditure0.6% of general government expenditure, ranking the country as one of the lowest in the European Union, followed only by Greece., ranking the country as one of the lowest in the European Union, followed only by Greece.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKCONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

  A. BACKGROUND & CONTEXTA. BACKGROUND & CONTEXT
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POVOAR aims to POVOAR aims to raise awareness raise awareness on the diversity of artistic and cultural expressions, underline their on the diversity of artistic and cultural expressions, underline their valuevalue and enhance the visibility of and enhance the visibility of

decentralizeddecentralized and  and unprivilegedunprivileged artists and cultural interlocutors’ work. artists and cultural interlocutors’ work.

On the one hand, with its work of research and On the one hand, with its work of research and data gatheringdata gathering, POVOAR intends to provide , POVOAR intends to provide toolstools to the government for the investment to the government for the investment

and and decentralizationdecentralization of culture. In the case of Portugal, the project matches several goals of the  of culture. In the case of Portugal, the project matches several goals of the National Plan for the ArtsNational Plan for the Arts (NPA), an initiative from the (NPA), an initiative from the

Portuguese government for the areas of culture and education, planned for the years 2019 to 2029. The NPA’s objectives aim to give a Portuguese government for the areas of culture and education, planned for the years 2019 to 2029. The NPA’s objectives aim to give a central place central place toto

arts and heritage in daily life, especially for children and young citizens. Therefore, the work of research provided by POVOAR can strongly contribute toarts and heritage in daily life, especially for children and young citizens. Therefore, the work of research provided by POVOAR can strongly contribute to

and and facilitatefacilitate the implementation of this plan. the implementation of this plan.

On the other hand, POVOAR intends to On the other hand, POVOAR intends to foster creative tourismfoster creative tourism, a new trend that appeared in reaction to mass tourism, where people, a new trend that appeared in reaction to mass tourism, where people

wish to experience a region in a wish to experience a region in a participatoryparticipatory  wayway by interacting with locals and focusing on local resources. According to a study made by  by interacting with locals and focusing on local resources. According to a study made by TourismTourism

Management Perspectives (Paula Remoaldo & co)Management Perspectives (Paula Remoaldo & co), tourists have , tourists have new roles of co-creatorsnew roles of co-creators and wish to make use of intangible resources by discovering and wish to make use of intangible resources by discovering

lifestyles to be fully immersed in local cultures. This practice observes a lifestyles to be fully immersed in local cultures. This practice observes a growing demandgrowing demand and can be a strategic development for culture in Portuguese and can be a strategic development for culture in Portuguese

small cities and rural areas.small cities and rural areas.

Additional details can be consulted in Additional details can be consulted in section 1section 1 of the provided annex document. of the provided annex document.

A study conducted byA study conducted by    CECS (Centro de Estudos Comunicação e Sociedade) shows that, in the period between the 1st of July and the 31st ofCECS (Centro de Estudos Comunicação e Sociedade) shows that, in the period between the 1st of July and the 31st of

December 2020, December 2020, 43.7% of jobs43.7% of jobs in the Portuguese cultural sector were permanently cancelled. in the Portuguese cultural sector were permanently cancelled.

In this context, the In this context, the Covid-19 crisisCovid-19 crisis also changed the cultural habits of people and pointed out, even more, the  also changed the cultural habits of people and pointed out, even more, the vulnerabilityvulnerability of the cultural of the cultural

sector, which lacks basic structures and professional status. Actors of the creative economy have been demonstrating their struggles, mostly insector, which lacks basic structures and professional status. Actors of the creative economy have been demonstrating their struggles, mostly in

decentralized areas decentralized areas where resources are almost never allocated. For instance, according to a report on cultural statistics made by the Portuguesewhere resources are almost never allocated. For instance, according to a report on cultural statistics made by the Portuguese

National Institute of Statistics, only National Institute of Statistics, only 9%9% of the total budget invested in culture in Portugal was allocated to the region of Alentejo where Beja is located, of the total budget invested in culture in Portugal was allocated to the region of Alentejo where Beja is located,

compared to Lisbon which was granted 27%.compared to Lisbon which was granted 27%.

By By mappingmapping these regions and giving them  these regions and giving them visibilityvisibility, POVOAR can help ensure that such issues are avoided., POVOAR can help ensure that such issues are avoided.

Regarding the region ofRegarding the region of Beja Beja, it has been shown, according to studies ran by the OECD, that the municipality is one of the , it has been shown, according to studies ran by the OECD, that the municipality is one of the poorestpoorest regions of Portugal regions of Portugal

since it is ranked since it is ranked 21st 21st out of the 25 regions of the country in terms of out of the 25 regions of the country in terms of GDP per capitaGDP per capita. Additionally, . Additionally, 27 %27 % of its inhabitants were migrants in 2021 and of its inhabitants were migrants in 2021 and

the number has been increasing in the past 10 years, from which a considerable number are from nomadic families of Roma ethnicity. Furthermore,athe number has been increasing in the past 10 years, from which a considerable number are from nomadic families of Roma ethnicity. Furthermore,a

study madeby the European Commission showed that a considerable number of study madeby the European Commission showed that a considerable number of unrecordedunrecorded migrant groups exist in Beja. migrant groups exist in Beja.

  B. RATIONALE & MOTIVATIONB. RATIONALE & MOTIVATION
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POVOAR lays its foundations POVOAR lays its foundations ininclusivenessininclusiveness and  and diversitydiversity. It embraces any expression of art and culture, by creating a. It embraces any expression of art and culture, by creating a

broad network of broad network of cultural communities and activities based on cultural communities and activities based on social cohesionsocial cohesion, , opennessopenness, , fairness of opportunitiesfairness of opportunities,,  

  freedom of expressionfreedom of expression and  and creativitycreativity, to therefore empower art and cultural practitioners around the world., to therefore empower art and cultural practitioners around the world.

POVOAR is committed to POVOAR is committed to decentralizingdecentralizing the artistic and cultural the artistic and cultural

sector in Portugal, sector in Portugal, bringingbringing  visibilityvisibility to unknown artists, and  to unknown artists, and raisingraising

awarenessawareness on the value of arts & culture. To achieve this, POVOAR on the value of arts & culture. To achieve this, POVOAR

relies on an intuitive relies on an intuitive digital mapdigital map and a  and a databasedatabase that both people and that both people and

the government can benefit from. In the short-term POVOAR focusesthe government can benefit from. In the short-term POVOAR focuses

on theon the local impact local impact, fostering a regional change. In the long term, it, fostering a regional change. In the long term, it

targets the establishment of ctargets the establishment of cultural connectionsultural connections among different among different

areas in the world, based on their similarities and differences.areas in the world, based on their similarities and differences.

POVOAR aims at POVOAR aims at celebrating diversitycelebrating diversity and  and preserving customs preserving customs byby

empowering the cultural sector around the world. It envisions theempowering the cultural sector around the world. It envisions the

creation of a broad creation of a broad networknetwork of actors of the creative economy, activities, of actors of the creative economy, activities,

and cultural expressions intended to connect people, transmit andand cultural expressions intended to connect people, transmit and

preserve know-how, change habits of consumption and tourism, fightpreserve know-how, change habits of consumption and tourism, fight

local poverty, and diversify the sector.local poverty, and diversify the sector.

VISIONVISION

VALUESVALUES

MISSIONMISSION

  C. MISSION, VISION, VALUESC. MISSION, VISION, VALUES

  D. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVESD. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
- - Urge the government to Urge the government to decentralizedecentralize art & culture in the country by showing the  art & culture in the country by showing the potentialpotential of  of marginalizedmarginalized  communitiescommunities and providing and providing

them with a complete them with a complete databasedatabase;;

- Promote - Promote alternativealternative  tourismtourism to contribute to community building by bringing  to contribute to community building by bringing visibilityvisibility to “forgotten” areas and  to “forgotten” areas and revivingreviving local economies; local economies;

- Show the - Show the richnessrichness and  and diversitydiversity of cultural and artistic activities in less central areas of Portugal to help less-known artists gain of cultural and artistic activities in less central areas of Portugal to help less-known artists gain

recognitionrecognition and visibility for their work and allow them to  and visibility for their work and allow them to self-sustainself-sustain themselves in the long run through their art; themselves in the long run through their art;

- The long-run impact will be to - The long-run impact will be to connectconnect different communities through their similarities and differences by pairing cities from different different communities through their similarities and differences by pairing cities from different

countries to promote social cohesion, celebrate culture and countries to promote social cohesion, celebrate culture and overcome issuesovercome issues of  of racismracism and  and marginalizationmarginalization..
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Portugal has Portugal has 10.31 million citizens10.31 million citizens which makes it a viable market for POVOAR to reach. which makes it a viable market for POVOAR to reach.

TheThe fiscal context fiscal context in Portugal seems to be favourable to establishing a company without high expenses, moreover, investing in not-for-profit in Portugal seems to be favourable to establishing a company without high expenses, moreover, investing in not-for-profit

organizations givesorganizations gives tax advantages  tax advantages to individuals and should motivate them to contribute, since Portugal has decided to give the opportunity to bothto individuals and should motivate them to contribute, since Portugal has decided to give the opportunity to both

citizens and companies to allocate a percentage of their taxes to a cultural entity of their choice.citizens and companies to allocate a percentage of their taxes to a cultural entity of their choice.

UnemploymentUnemployment and phenomena of  and phenomena of social exclusionsocial exclusion, like that of the Roma community, are problems that POVOAR, like that of the Roma community, are problems that POVOAR  aims to address.aims to address.

POVOAR targets POVOAR targets touriststourists and  and localslocals who would be interested in getting a better understanding of their country’s culture, promoting the creative sector who would be interested in getting a better understanding of their country’s culture, promoting the creative sector

and reviving local economies. Nevertheless, when it comes to targeting local populations as tourists, it is important to keep in mind that and reviving local economies. Nevertheless, when it comes to targeting local populations as tourists, it is important to keep in mind that priceprice is a is a

decisive factor for Portuguese people and that the share of people using decisive factor for Portuguese people and that the share of people using online platforms online platforms to shop is not high in to shop is not high in older segmentsolder segments..  

Regarding Beja, it has been found that Regarding Beja, it has been found that 127 exhibition and cultural spaces127 exhibition and cultural spaces exist and can host POVOAR events such as the  exist and can host POVOAR events such as the Casa Da Cultura da BejaCasa Da Cultura da Beja..  

Finally, several Finally, several grantsgrants exist both in Europe and Portugal for cultural projects such as the  exist both in Europe and Portugal for cultural projects such as the Creative Europe fundCreative Europe fund, the , the dgArtesdgArtes fund,  fund, Cultura PortugaCultura Portugall

grants, the grants, the UNESCO Intangible Cultural HeritageUNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage Fund and the  Fund and the International Fund for the Promotion of CultureInternational Fund for the Promotion of Culture by UNESCO as well. by UNESCO as well.

            Additional details can be consulted in Additional details can be consulted in section 2section 2 of the provided annex document. of the provided annex document.

MARKET RESEARCHMARKET RESEARCH

  A. PESTELA. PESTEL

B. MARKET METRICSB. MARKET METRICS

To establish estimations for the market share POVOAR will target, deep To establish estimations for the market share POVOAR will target, deep benchmarkbenchmark research was made and a  research was made and a surveysurvey was launched. was launched.  

Information was gathered from Information was gathered from two studies two studies made by the Instituto Nacional de Estatística in 2019-2020, one aimed to understand the made by the Instituto Nacional de Estatística in 2019-2020, one aimed to understand the dynamicsdynamics of the of the

cultural sectorcultural sector in the post-covid world, and the other one aimed to understand  in the post-covid world, and the other one aimed to understand touristic dynamics touristic dynamics after covid.after covid.  

A report from the Portuguese government and its Secretary of the cultural sector that aimed to map cultural resources in the country was also used toA report from the Portuguese government and its Secretary of the cultural sector that aimed to map cultural resources in the country was also used to

get more insights into get more insights into cultural participationcultural participation in the country compared to other European countries. in the country compared to other European countries.  

Research about the lResearch about the local demography of Bejaocal demography of Beja and its tendencies was made through the website of the municipality to gather relevant numbers. Finally, and its tendencies was made through the website of the municipality to gather relevant numbers. Finally,

a survey was launched and was answered by a survey was launched and was answered by 182 people182 people, mostly Europeans aged between 15 and 30 years old that are either full-time students or, mostly Europeans aged between 15 and 30 years old that are either full-time students or

full-time employees. The survey aimed to assess the full-time employees. The survey aimed to assess the potential attractivenesspotential attractiveness of POVOAR and of Portuguese unrevealed culture. of POVOAR and of Portuguese unrevealed culture.  

            Its results justify the Its results justify the interestinterest in the project and can be visualized in  in the project and can be visualized in section 3-bsection 3-b of the provided annex document. of the provided annex document.
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A total segment of A total segment of 800 artists and actors of the creative economy800 artists and actors of the creative economy will will

be interested in joining the project by being mapped.be interested in joining the project by being mapped.  

555 800 foreign tourists 555 800 foreign tourists will be interested in discovering Beja and itswill be interested in discovering Beja and its

cultural manifestations.cultural manifestations.

From all the information gathered and statistically analyzed, POVOARFrom all the information gathered and statistically analyzed, POVOAR

claims that the total market share it will target will be claims that the total market share it will target will be 676 600 people676 600 people,,

where:where:

  

  

We can count approximately 14 000 agents of the creative economy inWe can count approximately 14 000 agents of the creative economy in

Alentejo which represents around 2% of the total population of the regionAlentejo which represents around 2% of the total population of the region

that counts 705 478 people.that counts 705 478 people.

There is total demography of 35 734 people in Beja, by approximation, weThere is total demography of 35 734 people in Beja, by approximation, we

can say that 2% of people in Beja are agents of the creative economy whichcan say that 2% of people in Beja are agents of the creative economy which

gives a number of 700. Knowing that there is a school of fine arts fromgives a number of 700. Knowing that there is a school of fine arts from

which 400 students graduate each year, we can add 100 people towhich 400 students graduate each year, we can add 100 people to

POVOAR's target, knowing that approximately 25% of total graduates stayPOVOAR's target, knowing that approximately 25% of total graduates stay

in the city.in the city.  

We, therefore, get a final number of 700 + 100 = 800 actors of the creativeWe, therefore, get a final number of 700 + 100 = 800 actors of the creative

economy.economy.    

  

  

Portugal attracted 27,9 million tourists in 2019. According to a study madePortugal attracted 27,9 million tourists in 2019. According to a study made

by the European Commission, 40% of tourists in Europe are culturalby the European Commission, 40% of tourists in Europe are cultural

tourists, giving a number of 11,116 million people in Portugal. POVOARtourists, giving a number of 11,116 million people in Portugal. POVOAR

targets 5% of these people, which gives a number of 555 800 people.targets 5% of these people, which gives a number of 555 800 people.  

  

120 000 local tourists120 000 local tourists will be willing to discover alternative cultural will be willing to discover alternative cultural

activities.activities.

  

In total, 571 458 non-residents stayed in Beja in 2018, among whichIn total, 571 458 non-residents stayed in Beja in 2018, among which

72,6% were Portuguese locals (giving 414 879 people). This represents72,6% were Portuguese locals (giving 414 879 people). This represents

4,1% of the Portuguese population approximately.4,1% of the Portuguese population approximately.  

From the study of cultural participation, around 20% of the totalFrom the study of cultural participation, around 20% of the total

Portuguese population is interested in discovering alternative culturalPortuguese population is interested in discovering alternative cultural

activities in the country which makes a total of 2 million people.activities in the country which makes a total of 2 million people.  

With a tree of probabilities: 0,04 x 0,2 x 10 million = 80 000 PortugueseWith a tree of probabilities: 0,04 x 0,2 x 10 million = 80 000 Portuguese

people visiting Beja, are already interested in alternative culturalpeople visiting Beja, are already interested in alternative cultural

activities in the region.activities in the region.  

With the actions of POVOAR, 2% of the 2 million people interested inWith the actions of POVOAR, 2% of the 2 million people interested in

alternative cultural activities (40 000) will be added to this number,alternative cultural activities (40 000) will be added to this number,

resulting in a total of 80 000 + 40 000 = 120 000 people.resulting in a total of 80 000 + 40 000 = 120 000 people.

  

  To conclude,To conclude, in its first year of activities, POVOAR aims to attract  in its first year of activities, POVOAR aims to attract 7%7% of of

the locals' segment, givingthe locals' segment, giving 8 400 people 8 400 people and and 5% 5% of the foreign tourists' of the foreign tourists'

segment, givingsegment, giving 27 800 people 27 800 people. All resulting in a total of 36 200. All resulting in a total of 36 200

customers.customers.  

Regarding actors in the creative sector, POVOAR aims to map Regarding actors in the creative sector, POVOAR aims to map 50% 50% of theof the

segment which gives segment which gives 400 people400 people approximatively. approximatively.  

  

Approximately Approximately 18 000 18 000 of them willof them will download the app  download the app in the first year,in the first year,    

8 0008 000 will participate in the first annual  will participate in the first annual exhibitionexhibition and and 500 500 will attend will attend

thethe workshops  workshops in the first year.in the first year.

Please refer to Please refer to section 3-a section 3-a of the provided annexe document for more details.of the provided annexe document for more details.
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C. TARGET MARKET AND PROFILINGC. TARGET MARKET AND PROFILING

1.SEGMENTATION1.SEGMENTATION
IIn the light of the specific issues that the project intends to address,n the light of the specific issues that the project intends to address, 3 targets  3 targets were identified:were identified:  

ACTORS OF THEACTORS OF THE  

CREATIVE ECONOMYCREATIVE ECONOMY

  

Artists and cultural workersArtists and cultural workers

located outside oflocated outside of

metropolitan areas, on themetropolitan areas, on the

grounds that Portugal is agrounds that Portugal is a

very centralized country, andvery centralized country, and

therefore many need to betherefore many need to be

promoted in some other wayspromoted in some other ways

to gain recognition for theirto gain recognition for their

work as well as visibility to bework as well as visibility to be

able to live from theirable to live from their

production. POVOAR,production. POVOAR,

however, is not onlyhowever, is not only

dedicated to unknown figuresdedicated to unknown figures

of the artistic sector butof the artistic sector but

welcomes anyone fromwelcomes anyone from

anywhere.anywhere.

  

GOVERNMENTGOVERNMENT

  

The database that will beThe database that will be

provided to address theprovided to address the

issue of centralization inissue of centralization in

Portugal will helpPortugal will help

institutions developinstitutions develop

cultural policies that arecultural policies that are

efficient and effective, toefficient and effective, to

allocate funds where it isallocate funds where it is

most needed, andmost needed, and

enhance activities that areenhance activities that are

struggling. Moreover, thestruggling. Moreover, the

business idea goes hand inbusiness idea goes hand in

hand with some of thehand with some of the

objectives of the Nationalobjectives of the National

Plan for the arts, thePlan for the arts, the

initiative of the Portugueseinitiative of the Portuguese

government for the areasgovernment for the areas

of culture and educationof culture and education

(2019 - 2029).(2019 - 2029).

CUSTOMERS (MAP USERS)CUSTOMERS (MAP USERS)

  

The main relation between POVOAR and the map users is touristic. GenerallyThe main relation between POVOAR and the map users is touristic. Generally

speaking, the profile of a customer interested in the project would fit thespeaking, the profile of a customer interested in the project would fit the

characteristics of the cultural tourist made by Tourism Managementcharacteristics of the cultural tourist made by Tourism Management

Perspectives (Paula Remoaldo & co) where the majority of the profiles are:Perspectives (Paula Remoaldo & co) where the majority of the profiles are:

··    Aged between 18 and 53 years oldAged between 18 and 53 years old

··    SingleSingle

··    Well educatedWell educated

··    Their primary reason to travel is to participate in the creative tourismTheir primary reason to travel is to participate in the creative tourism

experienceexperience

··    Prefer to travel accompaniedPrefer to travel accompanied  

  

Furthermore, most of them have :Furthermore, most of them have :

··    A strong desire to get to know the culture in an alternative way and to developA strong desire to get to know the culture in an alternative way and to develop

skills in activities such as workshops to be fully immersed in local culturesskills in activities such as workshops to be fully immersed in local cultures  

··    A high involvement in creative motivation factors such as looking for fun,A high involvement in creative motivation factors such as looking for fun,

originality, creativity, authenticityoriginality, creativity, authenticity

··    A high interest in meeting and interacting with the local communityA high interest in meeting and interacting with the local community

··    A need to socialize and share the co-creation process with others during theirA need to socialize and share the co-creation process with others during their

experience.experience.
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To be more precise, a segmentation of the cultural sector in the UK performed by the Audience Agency inspired the identification of POVOAR’sTo be more precise, a segmentation of the cultural sector in the UK performed by the Audience Agency inspired the identification of POVOAR’s

targeted audience, the map users, composed oftargeted audience, the map users, composed of foreign tourists foreign tourists and  and Portuguese localsPortuguese locals..

Four main segments were selected:Four main segments were selected:  

The Experience SeekersThe Experience Seekers,,  The Home & HeritageThe Home & Heritage, , The Dormitory DependablesThe Dormitory Dependables and  and The MetroculturalsThe Metroculturals..

These four profiles will present different interests for POVOAR and will, therefore, be targeted in different ways.These four profiles will present different interests for POVOAR and will, therefore, be targeted in different ways.

TheThe Experience Seekers Experience Seekers are often are often

students aged between 18 and 30students aged between 18 and 30

years old, living in cities, and thatyears old, living in cities, and that

engage with arts on a regular basis.engage with arts on a regular basis.

They are mostly in search of new thingsThey are mostly in search of new things

to do and have a disposable income forto do and have a disposable income for

activities related to arts, sports,activities related to arts, sports,

entertainment, and gastronomy. Theyentertainment, and gastronomy. They

use and share a lot of their experiencesuse and share a lot of their experiences

on social media and are very open toon social media and are very open to

new approaches and innovation andnew approaches and innovation and

like taking cultural risks. They enjoylike taking cultural risks. They enjoy

travelling and are very interested intravelling and are very interested in

having local cultural activities in theirhaving local cultural activities in their

lives.lives.

For POVOAR they will represent 60% ofFor POVOAR they will represent 60% of

the targeted customers and will be thethe targeted customers and will be the

first to download the app. POVOARfirst to download the app. POVOAR

projects 70% of them to be foreignersprojects 70% of them to be foreigners

and 30% to be locals.and 30% to be locals.

The The Home & HeritageHome & Heritage are a are a

mature group usually agedmature group usually aged

above 60 that are conservativeabove 60 that are conservative

in tastes and engage a lot within tastes and engage a lot with

local cultural activities. Theylocal cultural activities. They

live in small villages or rurallive in small villages or rural

areas and are less likely toareas and are less likely to

engage with social media.engage with social media.

For POVOAR, they willFor POVOAR, they will

represent 20% of the targetedrepresent 20% of the targeted

customers and will becustomers and will be

interested in the authenticityinterested in the authenticity

and quality of the project andand quality of the project and

local engagement. POVOARlocal engagement. POVOAR

projects 10% of them to beprojects 10% of them to be

foreigners and 90% to be locals.foreigners and 90% to be locals.

The The Dormitory DependablesDormitory Dependables are are

a segment that makes up aa segment that makes up a

significant proportion of thesignificant proportion of the

population. They live in smallpopulation. They live in small

towns and suburbs and aretowns and suburbs and are

often mature couples oroften mature couples or

families (30 – 50 years old).families (30 – 50 years old).

Culture is not part of theirCulture is not part of their

lifestyle but represents a sociallifestyle but represents a social

occasion that they enjoy once aoccasion that they enjoy once a

week.week.

For POVOAR, they willFor POVOAR, they will

represent 10% of the targetedrepresent 10% of the targeted

customers that will mostly becustomers that will mostly be

attracted by workshops and theattracted by workshops and the

final exhibition and less on thefinal exhibition and less on the

map. POVOAR projects 70% ofmap. POVOAR projects 70% of

them to be foreigners and 30%them to be foreigners and 30%

to be locals.to be locals.

The The Metroculturals Metroculturals are a smallare a small

segment of city-based people withsegment of city-based people with

high income that are very interestedhigh income that are very interested

in a wide cultural spectrum. Theyin a wide cultural spectrum. They

are young active people (20 – 50are young active people (20 – 50

years old) that present the highestyears old) that present the highest

engagement for arts and culture andengagement for arts and culture and

are usually the highest donors forare usually the highest donors for

arts. They are social media activearts. They are social media active

and engage in businessand engage in business

opportunities digitally. Finally, theyopportunities digitally. Finally, they

are confident in knowledge andare confident in knowledge and

taste and enjoy travelling a lot.taste and enjoy travelling a lot.

For POVOAR, they will representFor POVOAR, they will represent

10% of the targeted customers and10% of the targeted customers and

will be the most active inwill be the most active in

crowdfunding campaigns andcrowdfunding campaigns and

membership programs. POVOARmembership programs. POVOAR

projects 90% of them to beprojects 90% of them to be

foreigners and 10% to be locals.foreigners and 10% to be locals.

Please refer to Please refer to section 4-asection 4-a of the provided annex document for more details.    of the provided annex document for more details.     
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2. POSITIONING2. POSITIONING

  
POVOAR’s services are positioned as a POVOAR’s services are positioned as a mix between traditional and cutting-edgemix between traditional and cutting-edge. The product delivered is . The product delivered is accessibleaccessible to anyone, not only for its digital to anyone, not only for its digital

form that makes it eay to reach, but also since it is free of charge. This choice to offer a free service is essential to the core of the whole project.form that makes it eay to reach, but also since it is free of charge. This choice to offer a free service is essential to the core of the whole project.  

Firstly, POVOAR aims for map users to view the project as a Firstly, POVOAR aims for map users to view the project as a valuable source of informationvaluable source of information that can be used to plan vacations in a more conscious and that can be used to plan vacations in a more conscious and

sustainable way, and/or establish connections with artists and the culture of a country.sustainable way, and/or establish connections with artists and the culture of a country.  

Secondly, artists are expected to Secondly, artists are expected to realize the potential realize the potential of POVOAR, and of POVOAR, and take advantagetake advantage of it, not only because it does not entail any expense, but also of it, not only because it does not entail any expense, but also

because it’s a likely source of customers, and surely a way to be known, and to preserve and transmit their legacy.because it’s a likely source of customers, and surely a way to be known, and to preserve and transmit their legacy.  

Finally, the government is expected to consult POVOAR’s Finally, the government is expected to consult POVOAR’s databasedatabase, and rely on it to detect real issues and address them reasonably, in an effective, and rely on it to detect real issues and address them reasonably, in an effective

and sustainable way since it does not waste any resources of money, time, and personnel.and sustainable way since it does not waste any resources of money, time, and personnel.

Most importantly, we can say that maps can be found anywhere, but POVOAR’s map has a Most importantly, we can say that maps can be found anywhere, but POVOAR’s map has a social purposesocial purpose, which needs to be communicated to the, which needs to be communicated to the

public.public.  

1.1.PRODUCTPRODUCT
After exploring a region, POVOAR will offer After exploring a region, POVOAR will offer three different productsthree different products to its audience: to its audience:

··    The main product is the The main product is the map of artistic and cultural activitiesmap of artistic and cultural activities of the region of Beja that includes all relevant information concerning local artists and of the region of Beja that includes all relevant information concerning local artists and

their creations, as well as testimonies from the artists, and that will be available on the website and app of POVOAR.their creations, as well as testimonies from the artists, and that will be available on the website and app of POVOAR.

··    Monthly Monthly WorkshopsWorkshops that will be held in Beja with local actors of the creative economy that will conduct these sessions to deepen the connection with that will be held in Beja with local actors of the creative economy that will conduct these sessions to deepen the connection with

the audience and promote their skills.the audience and promote their skills.

··    An An annual exhibitionannual exhibition that will be organized at the end of the year, as a conclusion of the research phase, and that will display a selection of the works that will be organized at the end of the year, as a conclusion of the research phase, and that will display a selection of the works

of the artists.of the artists.

··    Merchandizing products Merchandizing products such as tote bags and postcards will be designed and offered both online and at the galleries’ spaces where the exhibitionsuch as tote bags and postcards will be designed and offered both online and at the galleries’ spaces where the exhibition

will be held.will be held.

Please refer to Please refer to sections 4-b and 4-csections 4-b and 4-c of the provided annex document for more details. of the provided annex document for more details.

D. MARKETING MIX & 4 PsD. MARKETING MIX & 4 Ps
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For the main product which is the map of cultural activities in Beja, POVOAR will have a direct channel that will be composed of:For the main product which is the map of cultural activities in Beja, POVOAR will have a direct channel that will be composed of:

For the workshops, POVOAR will offer features through the artists and their work:For the workshops, POVOAR will offer features through the artists and their work:

The distribution channel for the exhibition will also be offered through the artists and their work:The distribution channel for the exhibition will also be offered through the artists and their work:

Merchandizing items will, both, be available through e-selling and physically during the exhibition:Merchandizing items will, both, be available through e-selling and physically during the exhibition:

2. PLACE2. PLACE
  Povoar will have the following distribution channels:Povoar will have the following distribution channels:

Povoar → Territorial Research in Beja → Website & App → CustomersPovoar → Territorial Research in Beja → Website & App → Customers

    

    Povoar → Artists → Workshop space in Beja → CustomersPovoar → Artists → Workshop space in Beja → Customers

    

Povoar → Artists & Artworks → Exhibition space → CustomersPovoar → Artists & Artworks → Exhibition space → Customers

  

  Manufacturing (outsourced) → POVOAR’s website → Transportation (outsourced) → CustomersManufacturing (outsourced) → POVOAR’s website → Transportation (outsourced) → Customers  

3. PRICE3. PRICE
The prices for each product will be the following:The prices for each product will be the following:

  

··    The The mapmap will be features on the  will be features on the appapp and  and websitewebsite and both softwares will be offered for  and both softwares will be offered for freefree..

··    The 12 The 12 workshopworkshop sessions that will occur once a month will be charged at  sessions that will occur once a month will be charged at 25 euros 25 euros per person.per person.

··    The The exhibitionexhibition tickets will have a price of  tickets will have a price of 5 euros5 euros per unit. per unit.

··    The The merchandizingmerchandizing items provided will be: items provided will be:

          - - Tote bagsTote bags that will be priced at  that will be priced at 12 euros 12 euros per unit.per unit.

          - - PostcardsPostcards that will be priced at  that will be priced at 2 euros2 euros per unit. per unit.

  

Please refer to Please refer to section 4-d section 4-d of the provided annex document for more information regarding the products.of the provided annex document for more information regarding the products.
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4. PROMOTION4. PROMOTION

  
    A A membership programmembership program will be developed and launched in April 2023 and donors will be able to choose between different options: will be developed and launched in April 2023 and donors will be able to choose between different options:

Please refer to Please refer to section 4-e section 4-e of the provided annex document for more information regarding memberships.of the provided annex document for more information regarding memberships.

FriendFriend - Contribute with 40€ - Contribute with 40€
and get:and get:
- Discounts on all our- Discounts on all our
merchandising items (15 % off)merchandising items (15 % off)
- Discounts on a workshop- Discounts on a workshop
(30% off)(30% off)

Angel friend Angel friend - Contribute with 300€- Contribute with 300€
and get:and get:
- Discounts on all our merchandising- Discounts on all our merchandising
items (25 % off)items (25 % off)
- 1 free workshop session- 1 free workshop session  
- Exclusive invitations to our- Exclusive invitations to our
exhibitions & eventsexhibitions & events
- Receive an artwork or crafts item- Receive an artwork or crafts item
from our selectionfrom our selection

COMMUNICATION PLANCOMMUNICATION PLAN
    

For POVOAR’s communication plan, different marketing strategies will be used for promotional activities to reach the For POVOAR’s communication plan, different marketing strategies will be used for promotional activities to reach the 4 segments4 segments::

··    Experience SeekersExperience Seekers: Public Relations and Advertising strategies will be designed – Communication through social media & Instagram as well as: Public Relations and Advertising strategies will be designed – Communication through social media & Instagram as well as

posts from ambassadors and influencers.posts from ambassadors and influencers.

··    Dormitory dependablesDormitory dependables: Public Relations and Advertising strategies will be designed – Communication through social media & Instagram as well as: Public Relations and Advertising strategies will be designed – Communication through social media & Instagram as well as

posts from ambassadors and influencers.posts from ambassadors and influencers.

··    Home & HeritageHome & Heritage: Direct Marketing strategy – Communication via email newsletters as well as through partnerships with blogs and tourist agencies.: Direct Marketing strategy – Communication via email newsletters as well as through partnerships with blogs and tourist agencies.

··    MetroculturalsMetroculturals: Public Relations and Advertising strategies will be designed – Communication through social media & Instagram as well as posts: Public Relations and Advertising strategies will be designed – Communication through social media & Instagram as well as posts

from ambassadors and influencers. They will represent most of the people in POVOAR's from ambassadors and influencers. They will represent most of the people in POVOAR's membershipmembership program. program.

  

Best Friend - Best Friend - Contribute with 80€Contribute with 80€
and get:and get:
- Discounts on all our- Discounts on all our
merchandising items (20 % off)merchandising items (20 % off)
- 1 free workshop session- 1 free workshop session  
- Exclusive invitations to our- Exclusive invitations to our
exhibitions & eventsexhibitions & events

Cheers - Cheers - Contribute withContribute with
5€ and get:5€ and get:
- A free drink at the next- A free drink at the next
exhibition you willexhibition you will
participateparticipate  
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Private charitable institutions and legally equivalent institutionsPrivate charitable institutions and legally equivalent institutions

Charitable, care, welfare, social solidarity, environmental protection and agri-food inter-association public utility entities which exclusively orCharitable, care, welfare, social solidarity, environmental protection and agri-food inter-association public utility entities which exclusively or

predominantly pursue scientific or cultural activities.predominantly pursue scientific or cultural activities.

The communication plan will be divided intoThe communication plan will be divided into 5 phases 5 phases, between March 2022 and January 2024, with both online and offline actions, each one with a, between March 2022 and January 2024, with both online and offline actions, each one with a

main focus: firstly, the promotion of the launch of the app, then the promotion of the app itself, the promotion of the workshops, the promotion of themain focus: firstly, the promotion of the launch of the app, then the promotion of the app itself, the promotion of the workshops, the promotion of the

exhibition and finally the promotion of the new region.exhibition and finally the promotion of the new region.  

Communication action will mainly focus on Communication action will mainly focus on InstagramInstagram and  and FacebookFacebook, but POVOAR will also have Linkedin and Vimeo accounts. The content will be in, but POVOAR will also have Linkedin and Vimeo accounts. The content will be in

EnglishEnglish and  and PortuguesePortuguese, with informal language but professional and emotional, as well as very visual, mostly in the format of videos and interviews., with informal language but professional and emotional, as well as very visual, mostly in the format of videos and interviews.

The communication plan timeline and phases can be consulted in The communication plan timeline and phases can be consulted in section 4-f section 4-f of the provided annex document.of the provided annex document.

POVOAR is aPOVOAR is a private not for profit cultural association private not for profit cultural association registered in Portugal. registered in Portugal.  

The executive board consists of a president, Marta Sarmento, a secretary, Elisabette Piccolo, and a treasurer, Zeineb Jebali in charge of theThe executive board consists of a president, Marta Sarmento, a secretary, Elisabette Piccolo, and a treasurer, Zeineb Jebali in charge of the

management of the association.management of the association.

As an association, a seat (headquarters), where the administrational operations take place, will be located in As an association, a seat (headquarters), where the administrational operations take place, will be located in LisbonLisbon, even though activities will be, even though activities will be

conducted conducted onlineonline..

In Portugal, businesses are In Portugal, businesses are exempted from paying Corporate Income Tax (IRC)exempted from paying Corporate Income Tax (IRC) if they are: if they are:  

As far as patronage is concerned, donations for cultural patronage are allocated to non-profit organizations that develop cultural actions- socialAs far as patronage is concerned, donations for cultural patronage are allocated to non-profit organizations that develop cultural actions- social

patronage- granted to private institutions of social solidarity, entities with public utility statutes (and for charitable or assistance purposes), NGOs thatpatronage- granted to private institutions of social solidarity, entities with public utility statutes (and for charitable or assistance purposes), NGOs that

promote values of citizenship, defence of human rights, gender equality, among others- and patronage directed at entities involved in activities thatpromote values of citizenship, defence of human rights, gender equality, among others- and patronage directed at entities involved in activities that

defend and promote cultural and environmental heritage or education are 100% tax-deductible if the patron is a company. In the case of an individual,defend and promote cultural and environmental heritage or education are 100% tax-deductible if the patron is a company. In the case of an individual,

donations are exempted up to a maximum of 25%. Moreover, donations are free from corporate income tax for the beneficiaries if they meet theirdonations are exempted up to a maximum of 25%. Moreover, donations are free from corporate income tax for the beneficiaries if they meet their

statutory purposes.statutory purposes.  

LEGAL FORMLEGAL FORM
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHARTORGANIZATIONAL CHART

The team will be constituted of the The team will be constituted of the 3 founders and managers3 founders and managers, working full-time, a , working full-time, a Communication DesignerCommunication Designer and an  and an UIX DesignerUIX Designer that will be that will be

outsourced, and an outsourced, and an Accounting expertAccounting expert that will be offering their services quarterly, hence the different colour in the chart. POVOAR’s team will also that will be offering their services quarterly, hence the different colour in the chart. POVOAR’s team will also

count with an outsourced count with an outsourced Filming DirectorFilming Director and their outsourced  and their outsourced filming crewfilming crew, including an, including an Assistant Assistant, travelling around the country for 25 days for the, travelling around the country for 25 days for the

initial research period, and travelling 2 to 3 days a month in the remaining of the year to update the findings.initial research period, and travelling 2 to 3 days a month in the remaining of the year to update the findings.  

The team is structured in a horizontal hierarchy, despite the existing 3 managers ultimately having the last word, each teammate has the power to giveThe team is structured in a horizontal hierarchy, despite the existing 3 managers ultimately having the last word, each teammate has the power to give

an opinion, contribute with ideas and make decisions around debate. The team will work mostly online, there won’t be any physical space, at least inan opinion, contribute with ideas and make decisions around debate. The team will work mostly online, there won’t be any physical space, at least in

the first 2 years of activity. The reporting method will be flexible, with weekly goals and meetings and bi-monthly in-person get-togethers in thethe first 2 years of activity. The reporting method will be flexible, with weekly goals and meetings and bi-monthly in-person get-togethers in the

beginning and at the end of each month, to break through the objectives of the month and to recap the research.beginning and at the end of each month, to break through the objectives of the month and to recap the research.  

  

Elisabetta PiccoloElisabetta Piccolo

Communication and PRCommunication and PR

ManagerManager

Sofia GuedesSofia Guedes

Communication DesignerCommunication Designer

Marta SarmentoMarta Sarmento
Creative and ArtisticCreative and Artistic

ManagerManager

Zeineb JebaliZeineb Jebali

Finance and BusinessFinance and Business

ManagerManager

Tiago PereiraTiago Pereira

Filming DirectorFilming Director

Manuel FernandesManuel Fernandes
Accounting SupervisorAccounting Supervisor

Sara PrataSara Prata
CamerapersonCameraperson

António SantosAntónio Santos
AssistantAssistant

Pedro LopesPedro Lopes

UIX DesignerUIX Designer
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The minimum required staff for POVOAR’s team is The minimum required staff for POVOAR’s team is 9 people9 people, differing between full-time, part-time and outsourced members. The minimum, differing between full-time, part-time and outsourced members. The minimum

requirement for all, apart from the camera crew, is to have a bachelor's degree and relevant work experience. Speaking Portuguese is not mandatoryrequirement for all, apart from the camera crew, is to have a bachelor's degree and relevant work experience. Speaking Portuguese is not mandatory

but prefered for the roles with more contact with the public so that the communication and integration in the region of Beja are easier and morebut prefered for the roles with more contact with the public so that the communication and integration in the region of Beja are easier and more

authentic. The filming crew will have the right to a salary, the cover of transportation, food and housing costs allowance, as well as a gas allowance.authentic. The filming crew will have the right to a salary, the cover of transportation, food and housing costs allowance, as well as a gas allowance.

The outsourced members will be granted a compensation, and the 3 full-time members will benefit from 22 days of vacation minimum in addition toThe outsourced members will be granted a compensation, and the 3 full-time members will benefit from 22 days of vacation minimum in addition to

their salaries.their salaries.  

  Additionally, POVOAR intends to have a team of Additionally, POVOAR intends to have a team of volunteersvolunteers online from all over the country who will keep the team updated on the activities of the online from all over the country who will keep the team updated on the activities of the

regions, people and contacts. Any of these volunteers can join POVOAR physically during the research (expenses not included).regions, people and contacts. Any of these volunteers can join POVOAR physically during the research (expenses not included).  

  The process of recruitment will be conducted by the 3 coordinators. POVOAR will first try to reach out individually to contacts and professionals thatThe process of recruitment will be conducted by the 3 coordinators. POVOAR will first try to reach out individually to contacts and professionals that

are already known by a team member, and if it willl be needed in the future, positions on LinkedIn and on other job platforms will be posted. Theare already known by a team member, and if it willl be needed in the future, positions on LinkedIn and on other job platforms will be posted. The

profiles targeted don’t need to have years of experience, but only practical examples of original and creative works in their expertise. POVOAR is moreprofiles targeted don’t need to have years of experience, but only practical examples of original and creative works in their expertise. POVOAR is more

focused on a team that shares the same values and passion for the project.focused on a team that shares the same values and passion for the project.  

Whilst interviewingWhilst interviewing, views, opinions, passions and habits on culture, art, heritage, etc, will be much taken into consideration., views, opinions, passions and habits on culture, art, heritage, etc, will be much taken into consideration.  

The ideal team is a The ideal team is a group of cultural passionates group of cultural passionates who will work together, with their expertise and devotion, to reach POVOAR’s objectives through thewho will work together, with their expertise and devotion, to reach POVOAR’s objectives through the

sharing of the same values but different ideas.sharing of the same values but different ideas.

Please refer to Please refer to section 5-asection 5-a and and 5-b 5-b of the provided annex document for more details regarding the staffing plan and a contract example. of the provided annex document for more details regarding the staffing plan and a contract example.

  

STAFFING PLANSTAFFING PLAN
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50 pens each workshop, with 4 spare pens as back-up, giving a total of 648 pens for the whole year.50 pens each workshop, with 4 spare pens as back-up, giving a total of 648 pens for the whole year.  

50 notebooks with 2 spare notebooks, giving a total of 624 notebooks for the whole year.50 notebooks with 2 spare notebooks, giving a total of 624 notebooks for the whole year.  

60 glasses to serve water from the sink.60 glasses to serve water from the sink.

Brochures about the content of the workshops for a total of 624 people (2 spares in each workshop).Brochures about the content of the workshops for a total of 624 people (2 spares in each workshop).  

POVOAR’s activities will start with the creation of a POVOAR’s activities will start with the creation of a websitewebsite and  and applicationapplication, for which computers and software will be acquired., for which computers and software will be acquired.  

WorkshopsWorkshops will count 50 people participating each month, for which POVOAR will provide: will count 50 people participating each month, for which POVOAR will provide:

The artisans will be requested to provide their ateliers as venues for the workshops, and if the spaces are too small to host the number ofThe artisans will be requested to provide their ateliers as venues for the workshops, and if the spaces are too small to host the number of people, people,

POVOAR will turn to POVOAR will turn to Centro Cultural de BejaCentro Cultural de Beja in advance since the venue is provided for free. The artisans themselves will be tutors for the workshops in advance since the venue is provided for free. The artisans themselves will be tutors for the workshops

and will, therefore, be given part of the profit from the tickets. Considering 50 people will take part in the workshops, paying each 25€, Povoar wouldand will, therefore, be given part of the profit from the tickets. Considering 50 people will take part in the workshops, paying each 25€, Povoar would

retain 1000€ and give 250€ to the artisans.retain 1000€ and give 250€ to the artisans.

The final The final exhibitionexhibition will be promoted around Beja by distributing 6000 flyers, 100 invitations for the opening and will take place in the Centro Cultural will be promoted around Beja by distributing 6000 flyers, 100 invitations for the opening and will take place in the Centro Cultural

de Beja that will be provided for free. A budget of 2000 € will be allocated to Casa da Cultura da Beja to cover security and material rental, and a thirdde Beja that will be provided for free. A budget of 2000 € will be allocated to Casa da Cultura da Beja to cover security and material rental, and a third

of the advertising budget will be allocated to marketing and promotion for the event.of the advertising budget will be allocated to marketing and promotion for the event.

POVOAR’s POVOAR’s merchandizingmerchandizing items will be present and sold during the exhibition and will consist of tote bags and postcards for a total of 800 pieces. items will be present and sold during the exhibition and will consist of tote bags and postcards for a total of 800 pieces.

Please refer to Please refer to section 6section 6 of the provided annex document for more details. of the provided annex document for more details.

  

OPERATIONAL PLANOPERATIONAL PLAN
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POVOAR has identified POVOAR has identified 5 potential risk categories5 potential risk categories for its business: for its business:

- - A A financial riskfinancial risk involving not reaching fundraising objectives to cover the set-up and launch of the project. To prepare for such possibilities, POVOAR involving not reaching fundraising objectives to cover the set-up and launch of the project. To prepare for such possibilities, POVOAR

will establish an early fundraising plan to reach as many donors as possible in advance and explore alternative investments if needed.will establish an early fundraising plan to reach as many donors as possible in advance and explore alternative investments if needed.

- - An An operational riskoperational risk: not reaching the mapping objectives in the right timeframe, not finding the right staff members or the necessary material. To: not reaching the mapping objectives in the right timeframe, not finding the right staff members or the necessary material. To

prevent it, POVOAR will start the hiring process in advance and keep a roster of people for 24 months to save time in case of an emergency. A detailedprevent it, POVOAR will start the hiring process in advance and keep a roster of people for 24 months to save time in case of an emergency. A detailed

plan and research of the territory and itinerary will be elaborated in advance to optimize the timeframe.plan and research of the territory and itinerary will be elaborated in advance to optimize the timeframe.

- - A A market riskmarket risk where there is not much interest from the artists and/or the clients for the project. To avoid it, POVOAR will invest in its marketing where there is not much interest from the artists and/or the clients for the project. To avoid it, POVOAR will invest in its marketing

strategy to reach as many people as possible, keep improving the aesthetics of the interface, be proactive on social media and Instagram and organizestrategy to reach as many people as possible, keep improving the aesthetics of the interface, be proactive on social media and Instagram and organize

webinars to attract people’s attention and establish a network.webinars to attract people’s attention and establish a network.

- - A A partner riskpartner risk with a lack of support from the government, or not finding the right partners for the annual exhibition. To avoid this possibility, POVOAR with a lack of support from the government, or not finding the right partners for the annual exhibition. To avoid this possibility, POVOAR

will prepare a forward agreement to state the expectations in advance and put it into paper. A budget for the exhibition will be set up in advance.will prepare a forward agreement to state the expectations in advance and put it into paper. A budget for the exhibition will be set up in advance.

- - Finally, aFinally, a force-majeure risk  force-majeure risk related to natural, economic, social or health unpredictable crisis that could affect our whole operations. POVOAR willrelated to natural, economic, social or health unpredictable crisis that could affect our whole operations. POVOAR will

subscribe to insurance to prepare for this risk and will be ready to move the project to an alternative location if needed since the model is easilysubscribe to insurance to prepare for this risk and will be ready to move the project to an alternative location if needed since the model is easily

replicable.replicable.

  

Additional details can be consulted in Additional details can be consulted in section 7section 7 of the provided annex document. of the provided annex document.

  

  

  

RISK ASSESSMENT PLANRISK ASSESSMENT PLAN
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The The first half of the yearfirst half of the year is mainly devoted to territorial research in the Beja region, Portugal. During this period, the Instagram account and the app will is mainly devoted to territorial research in the Beja region, Portugal. During this period, the Instagram account and the app will

be launched, with the aim of mapping be launched, with the aim of mapping 400 agents400 agents of the cultural sector. POVOAR’s initial work is based on the government fund, owner’s equity and a of the cultural sector. POVOAR’s initial work is based on the government fund, owner’s equity and a

bank loan to cover the beginning of the year’s activities which all will be acquired during the first half of year one. Before the end of it, POVOAR will alsobank loan to cover the beginning of the year’s activities which all will be acquired during the first half of year one. Before the end of it, POVOAR will also

need to earn a sufficient budget to plan the exhibition in the second half of the year through revenue generated during workshops and the launch of theneed to earn a sufficient budget to plan the exhibition in the second half of the year through revenue generated during workshops and the launch of the

membership program. The membership program. The second phasesecond phase is, therefore, mainly dedicated to the final exhibition, even though the finalization of the mapping process will is, therefore, mainly dedicated to the final exhibition, even though the finalization of the mapping process will

still take place, together with an active social media presence.still take place, together with an active social media presence.  

POVOAR aims to reach POVOAR aims to reach 8 400 locals8 400 locals, , 27 800 foreigners27 800 foreigners and forecasts that  and forecasts that 18 00018 000 people will be  people will be downloading the appdownloading the app, , 8 000 8 000 will participate in the firstwill participate in the first

annualannual exhibition exhibition,, 500 500 will attend the  will attend the workshopsworkshops in the first year, and  in the first year, and 1026 1026 people will become people will become membersmembers on the first year. Throughout the first year, on the first year. Throughout the first year,

POVOAR will also be offering 10 workshops. The POVOAR will also be offering 10 workshops. The second yearsecond year of activities will be focused on enlarging the territorial research to the region of Nabeul in of activities will be focused on enlarging the territorial research to the region of Nabeul in

Tunisia, maintaining an active social media presence, and reaching Tunisia, maintaining an active social media presence, and reaching 30 000 app downloads30 000 app downloads. The number of locals and foreign visitors, as well as actors. The number of locals and foreign visitors, as well as actors

in the creative sector, will be related to additional market research that will be made on purpose.in the creative sector, will be related to additional market research that will be made on purpose.  

The benchamark table, implementation plan and action plan can be consulted inThe benchamark table, implementation plan and action plan can be consulted in section 8-a, 8-b section 8-a, 8-b and and 8-c  8-c of the provided annex document.of the provided annex document.

BENCHMARKBENCHMARK
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Música Portuguesa A Gostar Dela Própria (MPAGDP)Música Portuguesa A Gostar Dela Própria (MPAGDP) will be the biggest partner. They’ll collaborate with POVOAR with their crew, filming material, will be the biggest partner. They’ll collaborate with POVOAR with their crew, filming material,

contacts, followers and expertise. They’ll give visibility to the project and raise its profile and POVOAR will provide them with an opportunity to expandcontacts, followers and expertise. They’ll give visibility to the project and raise its profile and POVOAR will provide them with an opportunity to expand

their project. their project. CP TransportesCP Transportes, the national transportation company, and , the national transportation company, and Ponto das ArtesPonto das Artes, one of the biggest art supplies and materials stores, will act, one of the biggest art supplies and materials stores, will act

as sponsors, by providing POVOAR with promotions and discounts on travel and the necessary supplies for the events and workshops. In return, theyas sponsors, by providing POVOAR with promotions and discounts on travel and the necessary supplies for the events and workshops. In return, they

will benefit from more clients. will benefit from more clients. Turismo de PortugalTurismo de Portugal, the national touristic agency, will act as a financial partner, to help with the promotion of the, the national touristic agency, will act as a financial partner, to help with the promotion of the

project with their prestige, and project with their prestige, and RTPRTP and  and Rádio RenascençaRádio Renascença, the public national TV channel and radio can help in raising awareness, since both, the public national TV channel and radio can help in raising awareness, since both

institutions share the same values as POVOAR. Finally, institutions share the same values as POVOAR. Finally, Casa da Cultura de BejaCasa da Cultura de Beja, Beja’s main cultural centre, will provide a space for the annual, Beja’s main cultural centre, will provide a space for the annual

exhibition and will benefit from more attention, public and dynamismexhibition and will benefit from more attention, public and dynamism..

PARTNERSHIPSPARTNERSHIPS
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTSFINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The year of activity for POVOAR starts in January and ends in December ofThe year of activity for POVOAR starts in January and ends in December of

the same year.the same year.  

The total period being evaluated is from The total period being evaluated is from January 2023January 2023 to  to December 2025December 2025..

  

The first financial tool that was set up is the The first financial tool that was set up is the financial budgetfinancial budget. Starting with the. Starting with the

revenues:revenues:

The self-generated revenue for Povoar will be earned thanks to the 4 mainThe self-generated revenue for Povoar will be earned thanks to the 4 main

activities:activities:

··    The annual exhibitionThe annual exhibition

··    The workshopsThe workshops

··    The membership programThe membership program

··    The merchandizingThe merchandizing

The additional revenues will be obtained from:The additional revenues will be obtained from:

··    A tranche of a grant from DgArtes, an organism of the Portuguese MinistryA tranche of a grant from DgArtes, an organism of the Portuguese Ministry

of culture that has for mission to coordinate the support of culturalof culture that has for mission to coordinate the support of cultural

enterprises.enterprises.  

··    In-kind contributions from the venue of the final exhibitionIn-kind contributions from the venue of the final exhibition

  

With the number of participants estimated in the benchmarking section,With the number of participants estimated in the benchmarking section,

POVOAR will attain a total POVOAR will attain a total revenuerevenue  ofof  67 100€67 100€  in its first year of activities.in its first year of activities.

The expenditures for POVOAR in the same year will mainly beThe expenditures for POVOAR in the same year will mainly be

composed of:composed of:

··    Start-up costs to register the company and develop the app andStart-up costs to register the company and develop the app and

websitewebsite

··    Staff expensesStaff expenses

··    Administrative expensesAdministrative expenses

··    Interest expensesInterest expenses

··    Marketing and communication expensesMarketing and communication expenses

··    Operational expensesOperational expenses

··    InsuranceInsurance

··    Contingency costsContingency costs

All of them will add up to a total ofAll of them will add up to a total of 68 907€ 68 907€, which gives, in the, which gives, in the

end, a deficit of end, a deficit of 1 807€1 807€..
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We can observe an increase in surplus from year to year which shows the We can observe an increase in surplus from year to year which shows the sustainabilitysustainability of POVOAR’s activities, allowing it to expand in the future of POVOAR’s activities, allowing it to expand in the future

without relying on grants.without relying on grants.  

  

The second financial tool, theThe second financial tool, the  cash flow statementcash flow statement  was established to understand how POVOAR will start and finance its activities in the first 2 months.was established to understand how POVOAR will start and finance its activities in the first 2 months.

Knowing that its main expenses to launch the project in the first year will be:Knowing that its main expenses to launch the project in the first year will be:

· Subscribing to insurance· Subscribing to insurance

· Advertising· Advertising

· Start-up costs· Start-up costs

· Video production and research (parts of operational costs & staff expenses)· Video production and research (parts of operational costs & staff expenses)

· The purchase of a projector and computer· The purchase of a projector and computer  

The total The total cash-out cash-out amount will be of amount will be of 13 500€.13 500€.

  

The amount will be covered by:The amount will be covered by:

· Owner’s equity· Owner’s equity

· A bank loan that will be reimbursed throughout the first year· A bank loan that will be reimbursed throughout the first year

· A tranche of the grant that will be obtained in the beginning· A tranche of the grant that will be obtained in the beginning

These cash-in activities will make up for a total of These cash-in activities will make up for a total of 13 500€13 500€, covering the initial expenses., covering the initial expenses.  

With the reduction of costs and the use of past year’s profits for With the reduction of costs and the use of past year’s profits for years 3 and 4years 3 and 4, we can observe a growing , we can observe a growing increase in profitsincrease in profits that shows that the project that shows that the project

will be will be sustainablesustainable and self-sustain starting from year 3. and self-sustain starting from year 3.

  

All details explaining each section and assumptions are detailed in All details explaining each section and assumptions are detailed in section 9 section 9 of the provided annex document.of the provided annex document.
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